Open a New Chapter for China-Afghanistan Pakistan Tri lateral Cooperation

By Zhang Zhixin

The first China-Afghanistan-Pakistan Foreign Ministers' Dialogue was held successfully in Beijing on 20th December. Alpha Wang, Director of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China, Foreign Minister Mohammad Amin, and Foreign Minister Haidar Ali of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan participated in the dialogue.

Holding this dialogue is an important consensus which achieved by the three foreign ministers at the Shangri-La Dialogue which was held in Shangri-La. China and Pakistan have made a joint commitment to intensify trilateral cooperation through the trilateral dialogue. It is highly expected that Afghanistan and Pakistan will make active efforts in this regard. The establishment of the China-Afghanistan-Pakistan Foreign Ministers' Dialogue mechanism will surely promote the bilateral and trilateral friendly exchanges and cooperation.

The dialogue achieved complete success is an important milestone for the trilateral cooperation. It enhanced the mutual trust and exchange of views between the three sides, laid a solid foundation and marked a good start for the trilateral cooperation in the future. The three parties agreed that this trilateral dialogue can be summarized as "three ones" – one important consensus, one joint agreement, one joint cooperation and one joint action. One important consensus is clear, the three parties will work to deepen the trilateral cooperation in accordance with the will of the three parties, in pursuit of the common interests and win-win results under the framework of the foreign ministers’ dialogue. The three parties agreed that the trilateral dialogue parties agreed to add food security, especially supporting Afghanistan’s food security in improving their relations, promoting common security of the region, deepening the regional economic integration and advancing the connec- tivity and cooperation on the Belt and Road Initiative. Third, Afghanistan is a long-time friend of China and Pakistan and all the three parties reiterated their commitment to an Afghan-led, Afghan-owned peace and reconciliation process. Fourth, the three parties reaffirmed their agreement on the trilateral consultations and determined to submit peace efforts, efforts to solve the problem of violence and the achievement of regional stability. Fifth, the three parties have supported and confirmed the support of the three parties, and the Belt and Road Initiative. Sixth, and China and Pakistan will join hands to promote multilateral cooperation on the Belt and Road Initiative. Therefore, all the people of the country have reached. Progress and development have different meanings for them – they think competing with each other by building new designs of houses and buying the latest models of cars is the reality and development.

By Huajutulat Zia

The threat of violence and conflict increase around the world. The collapse in countries with democratic civil rights is a result of the collapse of the system. Taliban and anti-government parties, including the Islamic Reel, have a national council of warlords and killed 40 civilians in the city of Kabul. It is the demand of better living and higher thinking that the intellectuals in our society must unite to resist and overcome the violence and extremism that have been spreading in the region. All the Afghan public must resist this type of violence and extremism that have been spreading in the region.

Moreover, to have a better education and make them understand which is the right path to follow. It is the demand of living fear and chaos and mostly the common people gave sacrifices and their whole lives were influenced negatively by socio-political and economic circumstances.

It is an important fact that by gaining the rule elite has gotten the control over the right path to follow. It is the demand of better living and higher thinking that the intellectuals in our society must unite to resist and overcome the violence and extremism that have been spreading in the region.
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